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1 Preliminary observations: 

The following description is an addendum of the technical balance group regulations. Basis for the Sta-
tus request is the “ ENTSO-E STATUS REQUEST DOCUMENT (ESRD) IMPLEMENTATION GUIDE“ 
(V2R0), which is available at www.entso.eu/resources/edi-libary. 

The following description are an addendum of the technical balance group regulations until a revision of 
the technical balance group regulations, in which these addendum will be integrated into the technical 
balance group regulations. 

 

2 Status Request Document  

Content and structure of the Status Request have to be in accordance to the Rules in the “ENTSO-E 
STATUS REQUEST DOCUMENT (ESRD) IMPLEMENTATION GUIDE“ (V2r0) and the following specifi-
cation. 
The identification to the Status Request (XML-Document) and the included Requested Attributes have to 
be done with the necessary codes and further identifiers for each part. The following tables specify the 
relevant codes referred to the ESS Code list. 
 
An example for the Status Request is available on the Swissgrid Website. 
 

3 Status Request Document – Changes referred to the technical balance group 
regulations 

3.1 Versioning 

Divergent from the technical balance group regulations, there will be no versioning for the Status Re-
quest. 

3.2 Naming 

Divergent from the technical balance group regulations, the following naming is expected for the Status 
Request: 

JJJJMMTT_TPS_EIC-Sender_EIC-Receiver_SRQ_JJJJ-MM-DDThh-mm-ssZ.xml 

 JJJJMMTTT: Date of the schedule day, which is requested  

 TPS: constant term 

 EIC Sender: EIC of the sending party 

 EIC Receiver: EIC of the receiving party (Swissgrid) 

 SRQ: constant term 

 JJJJ-MM-DDThh-mm-ssZ: actual timestamp in UTC (see also technical balance group regu-
lations) 
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3.3 Description of the Requested Attributes 

The following Requested Attributes have to be used: 

 Subject Party: Use here the EIC of the party, for which the status is requested. Additional to the at-
tribute the coding scheme has to be used (A01 = EIC)  

 Subject Role: Use here the role of the party, for which the status is requestet. According to the en-
tso-e Code list A01 (= trade responsible party) has to be used. 

 Process Type: Use here the process type, for which the status is requested. A17 (=schedule day) 
has to be used. 

 Time Interval: Use here the time interval, for which the status is requested. The Specification accord-
ing to chapter 8 in the technical balance group regulations (Version 1.3) has to be used. 


